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QUESTION 1

The Client is Crowing and decided to migrate its ecommerce website to B2C Commerce. The Client provided the
Architect with the f metrics for its existing website over the past 12 months and forecasted into the next year: 

Noting these historical metrics and the forecasted growth of 300%, which load test targets meet best practices for
testing the new B2C Commerce site? 

A. 15000 visits per hour, 300000 page views per hour, and 3750 orders per hour 

B. 150000 visits per hour, 3000000 page views per hour, and 37500 orders per hour 

C. 1500 visits per hour, 30000 page views per hour, and 375 orders per hour 

D. 3000 visits per hour, 60000 page views per hour, and 750 orders per hour 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) Just went live after migrating its online shop to B2C Commerce from a custom
eCommerce platform. NTO now needs to migrate its orders NTO cannot provide a B2C Commerce feed, but a custom
export We from its current eCommerce site. 

What are the correct steps to migrate these orders to B2C Commerce? 

A. Receive the orders file and use a job to generate the orders m B2C Commerce schema. Ask the client to import them
on productionbefore the launch. 

B. Create a B2C Commerce Support ticket and ask them to import the order flies received from Northern Trail
Outfitters. 

C. Receive the orders file and use a Job to place new orders in B2C Commerce with the order data received. 

D. Receive the orders file and use a Job to generate the orders in B2C Commerce schema. Create a B2C Commerce
Support ticket to ask them to Import the orders. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

A Retailer has a single storefront site and a Product Management System (PIM). The Pin is Generating the master
catalog and storefront categorization catalog every day and it uploading them to SFTP How should the Architect
configure the import job flows following the best practices? 

A. 1st flow is global to download the files horn SFTP. 2nd flow is global to import the master catalog. 3rd flow Is global to
Import the storefront catalog. 

B. 1st flow is global to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is global to import the storefront catalog 3rd flow K global
to Import the master catalog. 

C. 1st flow is assigned to the site to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is assigned to thesite to Import the master
catalog. 3rd flow K global to Import the storefront catalog. 

D. 1st flow is assigned to the site to download the files from SFTP. 2nd flow is assigned to the site to Import the
storefront catalog 3rd flow It global to Import themaster catalog. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The Client has implemented a different category/search layout for mobile and desktop. The code uses a session
attribute called deviceType to choose the corresponding layout. This attribute it populated from the browser user agent.
After this implementation they have run into these problems: 

1. 

Sometimes desktop pages are being served to both desktop and mobile customers. 

2. 

Sometimes mobile pages ate being served to both desktop and mobile customers. 

The page has cachingimplemented that depends; on promotions. SEC is very important and the site traffic is high. 

Which solution should the Architect select to resolve the issue without impacting the existing requirements? 

A. Create customer groups for desktop and mobile usersand uh remote includes based on these groups to render the
mobile and desktop pages 

B. Create customer groups for desktop and mobile users and empty promotions linked to these groups to ensure
different cached versions of the page. 

C. Disable caching forthese pages to ensure that the correct template is used to render the mobile and desktop pages. 

D. Change the URL structure to include desktop and mobile as URL parameters to ensure different cached versions of
the page 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

During a load test the storefront shows steady but slow performanceon all the paces being tested. The Architect opens
Pipeline Profiler and sorts the data by *total time" column. The following come as the top Ave items: Which controller
should the Architect focus on to further investigate the performance issue? 

A. Product-HitTile as it has the highest hits during the load test. 

B. Search Show as this Is one of the key controllers that the customer uses 

C. Product-Detail as It has the highest total time and highest maximum time. 

D. Home-IncludeHeaderMenu as It has highestaverage time. 

Correct Answer: D 
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